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International Women’s Day 2016: Five exceptional women honored for their ground-breaking discoveries in the physical sciences
Bioethics

Stem cell research, genetic testing, cloning: progress in the life sciences is giving human beings new power to improve our health and control the development processes of all living species. Concerns about the social, cultural, legal and ethical implications of such progress have led to one of the most significant debates of the past century. A new word has been coined to encompass these concerns: bioethics.

Since the 1970s, UNESCO's involvement in the field of bioethics has reflected the international dimensions of this debate. Founded on the belief that there can be no peace without the intellectual and moral solidarity of humankind, UNESCO tries to involve all countries in this international and transcultural discussion.
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Train, Teach and Transfer ↔ Empower Impart

The Vertically & Horizontally Integrated Bioethics Curriculum
For Undergraduate Medical Education Programs

CHAIR: Prof. Dr. A. Jamkar
Honorable Vice Chancellor, Maharashtra University of Health Science
Prof. Dr. Arun Jamkar was unanimously elected as the President of Association of Health Sciences Universities of India for second term
5th Vice Chancellors Conclave
KOLKATTA
8th and 9th August 15
Association of Health sciences Universities of India
State Medical university Units of UNESCO Bio ethics chair in Haifa

- Madhya Pradesh
- Punjab
- Haryana
- Karnataka
- KG UHS Lucknow
- Kerala
- others
The 7th Conclave of the Vice Chancellors of the Association of Indian, Health Science Universities (AIHSU) on the 16th April 2016 at SRM University Chennai.
NATIONAL TRAINING FACULTY for Bioethics

• Dr. Princy Palatty, Chair Curriculum, Novel Teaching Methodology, Bioethics and Pharmacology
• Dr. Barna Ganguly, Innovative Teaching Technology and Human Rights
• Dr. Payal Bansal, Assessment Technology, Communication Skills
• Dr. Sudhir Nanandkar, Forensic Medicine and Health Law
• Dr. Shekhar Rajderkar, Research and Community Medicine
• Dr. Mhaske, Ethics of Doctor Pharma Industry Relationship
• Dr. Smita Deshpande, Bioethics Concepts
• Dr. Anu Kant Mital, Clinical
What we have done

• Create Modules to teach Bio ethics to under graduates of all faculty
• Modify whole syllabus to accommodate ethical practices and training
• Present framework of syllabus that is prescribed by medical council of India implemented at Maharashtra university of health sciences
• We can have a few sessions at the beginning on basic principle of bioethics

• We will do a vertical integration of all the topics that will teach and add Ethical component in relevant topic

• Overall number of sessions and lectures would be same
Let us start from Pre clinical

- BOS to decide
- Topics to be finalised
- Training by experts
- Three teachers from Each medical college
- They will teach their colleagues in their dept
- Modify the teaching in subject
Sensitising practicing Doctors

• Responsibility of University to sensitise their alumni
• Will contact All Professional organisations
• CME should contain one session on Bio Ethics
• All CME should include Bio ethical component in relevant topics
• MMC has decided: mandatory for giving Credits
UNESCO - MUHS Fellowship Programme in Bio ethics

- First Such Programme in World
- Open for International students
- Two contact sessions
- 12 modules with assignments
- Competency based and Credit based
• Created a movement followed by all medical universities of India